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TRACK 27. HOW DO WE COLLABORATE? SCRUTINISING THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STS AND BIOMEDICINE

The nature of STS research, especially in biomedical settings, relies increasingly 
on the practice of forming and maintaining collaborations. Collaborations between 
STS scholars, life scientists and healthcare practitioners have become even more 
frequent since the emergence of ELSI research. Yet the issues arising from such 
relationships, the tensions and the benefits of collaboration, have not been 
addressed systematically. The initiative for this track has been inspired by 
conversations concerning differences in knowledge ambitions, theoretical 
traditions, and social positions between STS scholars and academics in the life 
sciences. Many struggle with competing obligations and complex power relations 
that impact on various stages of the research process.

The proposed track provides an important and timely opportunity to address the 
practical and personal aspects of collaboration as experienced by those who study 
biomedicine and the biosciences from an STS perspective. The track invites 
papers that reflect upon research collaborations, including laboratory and clinical 
studies as well as research where patients, research donors, health professionals 
and lay-persons serve as informants. Applicants will be encouraged to contribute 
with an analysis of collaborative research during different stages of empirical 
inquiry:

Getting access: Our colleagues from the biosciences are often gatekeepers who 
control access to the sites that STS researchers study. How do STS researchers 
negotiate the terms of accesss with them? What are the mutual tradeoffs and 
benefits? What do STS researchers disclose, or not disclose, in such negotations? 
Inside the field: The STS researcher typically is a guest in the research setting. 
Politeness and self-censorship may compete with the desire to be honest and 
critical. What does one do if one observes something problematic, irregular or 
even unethical? What mechanisms are used to harness differences in status and 
‘power’?
Outside again: During the process of publishing results tensions may emerge 
when biomedical colleagues are the focus of our analysis. Do STS accounts 
represent biomedical and bioscientific practitioners’ practices, tools and concepts 
or do they intervene, improve, interpret or debunk them? How do STS knowledge 
projects interact with the interests of patients, professionals, policy agendas or 
biotech and pharmaceutical industries?

There is a need for empirical researchers operating under these circumstances to 
reflect on the practical, ethical, and methodological implications that collaboration 
enacts. Life scientists, whose work is being studied, not only pursue their own 
interests, but also hold assumptions about the social scientists who aim to 



investigate the ethical, legal and social aspects of their work. Against this 
backdrop of circumstances, this conference track aims to facilitate a wider 
discussion on empirical investigations of scientific and technological practices in 
the field of biomedicine.

Abstracts of no more than 500 words should be sent by email (following website 
instructions) by 2010 March 15th.

Convenors

Lene  Koch  is  professor  at  the  Department  of  Public  Health  at  the  Universirty  of 
Copenhagen, Denmark. Her work focuses on governance of genetic-  and reproductive 
technologies.
(http://publichealth.ku.dk/about/departments/hsr/staff/detail/?id=174046)

Mette Nordahl Svendsen is associate professor at the Department of Public Health at 
the University of Copenhagen, Denmark.  Her work looks at  relationships between life 
science research, clinical practices, and patient lives.
(http://www.ifsv.ku.dk/ominstituttet/afdelinger/
sundhedstjenesteforskning/medarbejdere/beskrivelse/?id=124145)

Bernhard Wieser is Research Associate at Inter-University Centre for Technology, Work 
and Culture, Graz/Austria. His work focuses on Ethical, Legal, Social Aspects of Genome 
Research.
(www.ifz.tugraz.at/index_en.php/user/view/24)

Michael Arribas-Ayllon is Reseacrh Fellow at the ESRC Centre for Economic and Social 
Aspects  of  Genomics  (Cesagen).  Michael’s  work  investigates  lay  and  professional 
accounts  of  genetic testing in  medicine and the production of  genomic knowledge in 
psychiatry.
(http://www.genomicsnetwork.ac.uk/cesagen/people/academicstaff/forename,156,en.html
)


